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Injury vs. Performance
2017/11/28@JasonCTee Williams et al., BJSM, 2015
+ Complex systems model
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Contact injury model for rugby. Based on Bittencourt et al., BJSM, 2016
+Injuries are complex and multi-
factorial
Changing ONE thing is unlikely to 
change the WHOLE system
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Use every tool in the box!!!
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Modifiable vs. non-modifiable risks 
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Windt and Gabbett, BJSM, 2016 
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What does a multi-disciplinary approach look like?
+Dysfunctional movement pattern Poor tackle technique
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Screening
+ Conditioning interventions
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+ Correct training prescription
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Coaching contact technique frequently
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Improved monitoring and recovery
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Effectiveness of the multi-
disciplinary approach
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Reduced injuries
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